You Can Zoom!
Creating a Professional Presentation on Remote Technology
Three ways to participate
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Test Video

Consider using a Virtual Background

Green Screen is actually very good
Test Audio
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Many, Many Settings
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Multiple Views

Active Speaker
- Video of current speaker

Gallery
- Up to 49 participants
  - Scroll for more

Screen Sharing
- Screen of current presenter
Screen Sharing
You can turn on sound
Beyond Webcams
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SDMP
SDMediaPros.org
A creative community for media professionals
Beyond Webcams

Westcott 130 9 x 10 Feet Green Screen Backdrop Wrinkle Resistant

Supports:
- 3840x2160 Resolution at 30FPS
- 1920x1080 Resolution at 60FPS

USB3.0 HD Capture
- 1080P HDMI Pass-through
- 4K HDMI IN
Q & A
Share what you’ve discovered!